
All-In-One
Thermal camera 
In-store analytics 

The essential tool to provide your store with 
the safety you need to reopen with COVID-19.

Integrated safety and analytics
The only solution on the market to manage the COVID-19 
emergency while capturing precious data to run your business.
WThermal collects data about visitors’ temperature and mask 
adoption. And it secures in-store analytics based on people’s 
biometric data: gender, age, emotional reactions, dwell time.

Temperature scanner
The thermal camera checks the temperature of each person 
accessing the store. If the temperature exceeds the level speci-
fied by the safety regulations, it will trigger an alert.

Face mask check
The computer vision camera signals the access of anyone not 
wearing a mask through an alert.
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Responsive retail for a relevant 
customer experience —

—

—

Real-time customer profiling with facial and temperature 
analysis powered by the Intel® Technology.

Staying competitive in fashion retail requires exceptional customer experience to
demanding consumption segments. In a time of emergency Covid reassuring
customers and understanding customers is crucial: how they interact with the
retail environment is the key to increasing your purchase.
WThermal is the essential solution for post-Covid reopening:to monitor security in
the store and to achieve decisive commercial KPIs Conversion.
Now, WonderStore, allows retailers to collect more data than ever before about
their customers, with an improvement of 16% window conversion for customers
who use it.

Thermal camera. In-store analytics. ALL IN ONE.
WThermal is a solution based on more components: hardware and software.
Our solution starts form the data collected by the 2 cameras: a thermal camera and a
computer vision camera. The thermal one collect data about people temperature and
the other one collect all standard face KPIs and also mask adoption and distance
check among in-store visitors. The data are collected by the devices, saved in Azure 
Cloud and visualized via our Dashboards and Reports platform.

A Customer mobile app is able to receive alerts, from our
devices when is detected a visitors with a temperature higher then the minimum 
level fixed by government or Brand or a visitor with missed mask.

Solution: Optimized demographic for improved 
store performance.

16%
improvement in shop
window conversion for
existing customers

f



Wonderstore collects and analyses key data 
about the people entering the store. —

Benefits of Wonderstore’s audience 
measurement include:

- monitoring the store safety
- collecting key business KPI’s

Improved shop window conversion rate:
Wonderstore helps turn curious shoppers into customers, 
increasing the shop window conversion rate by 16.7 percent by helping
retailers better understand which customer demographics
are looking at their window displays and for how long.

Optimized personnel management:
Personnel and workloads can be managed in a data-driven way, with
actionable insights about visitor flow, segmented by type
of visitor, on a daily and hourly basis.

Customized customer interaction:
Using visitor segmentation and real-time profile KPIs plus analytics,
interaction with customers can be made smart, with relevant
messages, music, and even temperature and lighting
optimized to drive maximum sales to the target customer.

Omnichannel experiences:
Enriching customer data with external applications makes 
it possible to improve email targeting and social media engagement 
efforts with in-store customers for a seamless transition between
responsive retail stores and personalized marketing.
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Visitor insight
Better understand what types of 
visitors enter the store, as well 
as their daily and hourly use 
patterns and where they 
spend the most time once inside
the store, for improved 
performance of each store area.

WSizing
3D human body measurement!
In this period of social distancing, 
WSizing allows Fashion Luxury Brands 
to measure sizes without any physical 
interaction between the 
customer and the tailor. In just 2 
minutes up to 60 measurements are 
obtained for each customer who wants 
to have a tailored suit. 
Size data and WonderStore’s KPI’s are 
being stored for further analysis to 
improve various in-store processes.

WMakeup
WMakeup allows shoppers to 
virtually try on color cosmetics 
from their personal devices or 
in-store without unboxing any 
physical products. 

Use cases
With real-time recommendations that enhance the shopping experience, plus in-depth 
analysis and deep customer insights to enable data-driven retail strategy, 
WonderStore can create a smart store that truly knows its customers.
The complete WonderStore’s smart store platform enables a wide range of use cases to 
create a responsive, relevant luxury retail experience, including:

Intelligent digital signage
Learn how many visitors
and which visitor types
stay close to or in front of
digital displays, with full
analysis of demographics,
clothing type and brand,
dwell time, and sentiment,
all while streaming relevant
content to them.

Create a safe place for your visitors 
and employees



Loyalty Cardless service
After a customer takes a series of 
selfies in the WonderStore Loyalty
mobile app, using their 
smartphone’s standard procedure 
to train for unlocking with the 
user’s face, WonderStore can 
activate the Loyalty Cardless 
service, recognizing the
customer on sight with
no card needed.

WMirror
WMirror consists of a semi-transparent 
mirror, a high-intensity monitor behind 
the mirror, a build-in WonderStore 
visual sensor connected to the 
high-intensity monitor. Using the 
WonderStore Brand Detector® feature, 
clothing tried on by the customer in 
front of the mirror is being recognised 
and in combination with facial analysis 
KPI’s (eg age, gender), recommenda-
tions are being displayed on the 
monitor increasing sales considerably.

Innovate to give more service and care

WPlug
WPlug allows brands to use Wonder-
Store’s computer vision capabilities 
on video feeds  from the security 
cameras installed in their stores. 
This allows Brands to start collecting 
& visualizing data from there visitors 
immediately with plug-and-play 
installation of the WPlug IoT device 
without installing WonderStore’s 
visual sensors.

 



Wonderstore created a GDPR-compliant 
store platform —

Wonderstore is the essential solution
to reopen in the “Shut-in economy” era

Wonderstore uses in-store visual sensors and real-time
analysis to customize store experiences based on customers’
fashion choices, facial characteristics, sentiment, and dwell
time. Retailers can also make more effective decisions about
store displays, promotions, marketing campaigns, and
personnel scheduling, using predictive analytics to guide a
hypersegmented, data-driven retail strategy.

Get in touch
Anna Crudele
PARTNER - Head of Business Development
acrudele@wonderstore.ai
+39 339 1260650

EVERY CUSTOMER COUNTS


